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Abstract—Diaphragm monitoring relies on the measurement 

of transdiaphragmatic pressure (Pdi) during cervical magnetic 

stimulation (CMS). Specifically, twitch Pdi (Pditw) is measured 

using esophageal and gastric probes. Such probes are invasive 

and require a high level of expertise, and non-invasive methods 

to assess diaphragm function are necessary. Here we test how 

maximal diaphragm tissue velocity (Vdimax) is related to 

stimulation intensity and to Pditw during CMS. Ultrafast 

ultrasound of the diaphragm was performed in 13 healthy 

subjects at various intensity levels. We show that Vdimax is 

strongly related to stimulation intensity and to Pditw in all 

participants. Within-day reliability for Vdimax was strong and 

similar to that of Pditw. Our findings opens prospect for the non-

invasive monitoring of Pditw in clinical populations. Indeed, the 

relative changes in Pditw over time may be monitored by 

assessing the relative changes in Vdimax. 

Keywords—ultrafast ultrasound imaging, diaphragm, speckle 

tracking, cervical magnetic stimulation, contractility, skeletal 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The diaphragm is the main respiratory muscle. Diaphragm 
pressure generation, namely the transdiaphragmatic pressure 
(Pdi), is defined as the difference between gastric (Pga) and 
esophageal (Pes) pressures. Specifically, twitch Pdi (Pditw) 
elicited by cervical magnetic stimulation (CMS) is the 
reference method to assess diaphragm contractility. However, 
measuring Pes and Pga, and therefore Pdi, relies on the use of 
invasive probes and requires a high level of expertise [1]. In 
this context, ultrasound (US) imaging of the diaphragm 
emerged as a relevant tool to assess diaphragm contractility.  

To this end, various imaging technique have been used to 
evaluate diaphragm function. Diaphragm thickening fraction 

[2] and strain [3] have been shown to be related to the changes 
in Pdi during breathing. Recently, our team showed that 
changed in diaphragm stiffness, measured using US shear 
wave elastography (SWE), were related to  the changes in Pdi, 
both in healthy subjects and mechanically ventilated patients 
[4,5]. Nonetheless, these imaging methods provide a relatively 
low frame rate (from 2 Hz for  SWE to ~60 Hz for 
conventional US imaging). In turn, they cannot be used to 
image transient phenomena such as diaphragm behavior 
following CMS (~300 ms). Ultrafast US allows very high 
frame rate (up to 20000 frames.sec

-1
) and may be used to 

image rapid contractions [6]. Ultrafast US enables the 
quantification of transient velocities of mechanical waves [7]. 
Previous work has reported that maximal tissue velocity within 
the biceps brachii increased linearly with stimulation intensity 
[8], but the potential link between tissue velocity and muscle 
force has not been reported. 

The aims of this study were twofold: i) image the 
diaphragm during CMS at different intensity levels using 
ultrafast US and ii) investigated the relationship between 
indices derived from ultrafast US and Pditw.  

II. MATERIALS & METHODS 

A. Subjects 

Thirteen healthy participants (5 males and 8 females, 
median (Q1-Q3) – age = 24 (22-27) years, height = 171 (167-
183) cm, BMI = 20.6 (19.7-22.6) kg.m-2) took part in this 
study. They were informed about the nature, aims and risks 
associated with the experiment before giving their written 
informed consent to participate. All participants were 18 and 
over with no history of neuromuscular and/or respiratory 
disorders, and no contraindications to CMS [9]. 

Supported by the “Association Française contre les Myopathies” (AFM) 

and the “Fondation EDF” 



B. Ultrafast Ultrasound Imaging 

A linear transducer (2-10 MHz, SL10-2) driven by an 
ultrafast ultrasound device (Aixplorer V12, Supersonic 
Imagine, Aix-en-Provence, France) was used to image the zone 
of apposition of the right hemidiaphragm. The probe was place 
at the 8

th
-10

th
 intercostal space and the site of the probe was 

skin-marked to ensure that the same region was imaged across 
all recordings. Since diaphragm response following CMS is 
very brief (~300 ms), a custom sequence was developed. A 9 
angles (-7° to 7° with a 2° incremental steps) plane-wave 
sequence at 9 kHz was used, yielding a compounded frame rate 
of 1 kHz a 500 ms acquisition [10]. The diaphragm could be 

identified as a three layers structures superficial to the liver 
(Fig. 1). 

C. Pressure Measurements 

Pes and Pga were measured using 8 cm balloon catheters 

(Marquat Genie Biomedical, Boissy-Saint-Léger Cedex, 

France). Pdi was computed as the difference between Pga and 

Pes. Balloons were connected to differential pressures 

transducers (MLT0380/D, ADInstruments, Bella Vista, 

Australia). All signals were digitally recorded using a 

PowerLab system (16/35, ADInstruments, Bella Vista, 

Australia). Physiological and ultrasound data were 

synchronized using built-in triggers from the ultrasound 

scanner and PowerLab system. 

D. Cervical Magnetic Stimulation 

 CMS of the phrenic nerves was performed using a 90 mm 
circular coil (1 Tesla maximum output) driven by a Magstim 
200 stimulator (Magstim, Whitland, Dyfed, UK). The coil was 
placed on the spinous process of the seventh cervical vertebra. 
A series of stimulation at 100 % of stimulator intensity was 
performed to detect the optimal stimulation spot (i.e. the spot 
where Pditw was maximal), the latter being skin-marked to 
ensure reproducible stimulation site throughout the protocol. 
Fig. 2 presents the experimental setup used for the experiment. 

E. Expiremental protocol 

 CMS was performed from 30 to 100 % of stimulator 
intensity, in a randomized order. Stimulations were delivered 
during an end-expiratory breath hold and lung volume at the 
onset of stimulation was checked to be consistent across trials. 
A minimum of three trials per intensity were completed, 
separated by ~1 min to avoid any effect of potentiation. Two to 
three validated trials were considered for further analysis. 

 

F. Data analysis and statistics 

 Data were analyzed using standardized Matlab scripts  
(Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). Pditw was computed as the 
difference between maximal Pdi value and Pdi at the onset of 
CMS. Diaphragm tissue velocity was calculated after a radio-
based speckle tracking has been performed. A one-dimensional 
cross-correlations on two consecutive frames was used to 
measure the relative displacement of a pixel between the two 
frames [11]. Diaphragm tissue velocity was computed as the 
first-time derivative of pixel displacement and its maximal 
value (Vdimax) was confronted to Pditw. 

 Because of non-normality, Friedman repeated measures 
ANOVA were used to evaluate the effect of stimulation 
intensity of Pditw and Vdimax. Tukey’s post-hoc were performed 
if a significant main effect of intensity was found. Spearman 
(ρ) correlation coefficients were calculated to analyze within-
individual relationships between the variables. Overall 
relationships were assessed using repeated measures 
correlations (R, [12]). Finally, absolute and relative within-day 
reliability of Pditw and Vdimax were assessed using standard 
error of measurement (SEM) and intraclass correlation 
coefficients (ICC), respectively.  

 

Fig. 1: Motion Mode (M-Mode) imaging of the diaphragm 

during cervical magnetic stimulation (CMS). CMS occurs at the 

100 ms mark. The diaphragm is identified as a muscular layer 

surrounded by the pleura and peritoneum layers. 

Fig. 2: Experimental setup. The subject is equipped with an 

esophageal and gastric balloon while being cervical magnetic 

stimulation is delivered on the optimal simulation spot. An 

ultrafast ultrasound scanner (Aixplorer, Supersonic Imagine, 

France) is used to image the zone of apposition of the right 

hemidiaphragm. 



III. RESULTS 

A. Ultrafast Ultrasound Imaging of the Diaphragm 

Fig. 1 displays a typical M-Mode image of the diaphragm 
during CMS. The diaphragm can be identified in-between the 

two hyper-echogenic layers surrounding the muscular layer. 

A. Relationships betwwen stimulation intensity, 

Pditw, and Vdimax 

All participants presented with a significant relationship 
between stimulation intensity and Pditw (ρ ranged from 0.83 to 
1.00, all p<0.01, R = 0.91, p<0.01) and between stimulation 
intensity and Vdimax (ρ ranged from 0.79 to 1.00, all p<0.05, R 
= 0.83, p<0.01). Pditw was significantly related to Vdimax in all 
participants (ρ ranged from 0.64 to 1.00, all p<0.05, R = 0.75, 
p<0.01). Individual relationships between all variables are 
presented in Fig. 3. 

Within-day reliability of Pditw and Vdimax are presented in 
Table 1. 

Table 1: Standard error of measurement (SEM) and intraclass 
correlation coefficient (ICC) are presented jointly with the 95 % 
confidence intervals for both twitch transdiaphragmatic pressure 
(Pditw) and maximal diaphragm tissue velocity (Vdimax). 

Variable 
SEM  

[95 % CI] 
ICC 

[95 % CI] 

Pditw (cmH2O) 1.55 [1.39 ; 1.75] 0.97 [0.96 ; 0.98] 

Vdimax (mm.s
-1

) 1.89 [1.70 ; 2.13] 0.86 [0.81 ; 0.90] 

  

IV. DISCUSSION & PERSPECTIVES 

This work aimed at imaging the diaphragm during CMS at 
various intensity level. Our results show that diaphragm 
ultrasound-derived metrics are sensitive to stimulation intensity 
in healthy subjects. We also assessed if such ultrasound indices 
were related to diaphragm response during CMS (i.e. Pditw). 

We demonstrated that a strong relationship exists between 
Vdimax and Pditw in all participants. 

In line with previous work [7,8], we found that Vdimax 
increased with stimulation intensity in all participants. 
However, this work is the first to address the relationship 
between tissue velocity and the pressure/force it produces. 
Here, we demonstrated that Vdimax measured using ultrafast US 
was related to Pditw in all participants. This finding opens 
promising perspectives for clinical populations. Indeed, the 
routine monitoring of diaphragm function requires the use of 
aforementioned invasive esophageal and gastric balloons. 
Thanks to the relationship between Vdimax and Pditw, Vdimax 
could potentially become a tool to monitor diaphragm function. 
More specifically, the relative increase or decrease in Pditw 
could be monitored via the relative increase or decrease in 
Vdimax. 

Future work should therefore focus on the use of ultrafast 
US in clinical populations. This technique may also be of 
interest in the detection of diaphragm dysfunction. Also, it may 
be noted that all measurements were performed by the same 
operator on a single day. Inter-operator as well as between-day 
reliability of Vdimax remains to be investigated. 
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